
The Spell 
of the 

6 C’s !



○ Circadian Rhythms (not schedule)
○ Concise and clear bedtime routine
○ Change Sleep Signals
○ Communication and preparation
○ Compassionate Witnessing
○ Consistency for 4 nights



Circadian Rhythms



Homeostatic Sleep Pressure and Internal Circadian Rhythm 
determine when we can sleep and how long/ how much we 
sleep. 

Homeostatic Sleep Drive:  Sleep pressure building…

Infants and Toddlers build up sleep pressure more quickly/ more 
frequently than adults.

Why multiple naps? Intensity of synaptic activity in the brain 
makes them literally “brain tired” very quickly. 

Newborns: just coordinating eating is physically and mentally 
exhausting!

The 2 Sleep Processes





Why Split Nights/ Wanna Play in the Wee Hours? 
Sleep Pressure in infants rises more frequently 
than in adults and has a much more frequent cycle 
in infants than the circadian cycle we’ve adapted 
to be closer to as adults. 

 (Many ancestors often had split nights until the 
17th century when the northern European upper 
classes made long sleeps of 12 hrs and middle of 
the night wake periods a thing of the past. This 
was furthered in the 19th century by the advent of 
electricity. )





Finite Amount of Sleep Needed

Each human at a given point in their life has a finite amount of 
sleep need. 

Homeostatic means maintenance of stability.

You cannot force a child to need more sleep than they do; or take 
more sleep than they can. 

Less sleep than they need can be detrimental. 

But if you give your child age-appropriate sleep opportunities, they 
can take longer naps if they need more sleep. 





But….a bit of caution…
When you are working hard to prioritize better night sleep/ less night waking 
and/or consolidated naps- aim for: 

Shorter naps in the morning and the nap closest to bed. 
Longest nap in the middle of the day 

How much nighttime sleep do hope your child will have? They only have so much 
total sleep they can give you! Organize accordingly. 

Caps on any nap: 

Up to 3 mo    3 hours at a time is likely too long a daytime sleep. 
3-6 mo          3 hours at a time 2x a day max, with another shorter nap.
6-9 mo-         2 hours nap at a time, max when we have 2 naps.
9-15mo          1 hour max per nap if two naps

           2 hours max for one nap



Never wake a sleeping baby….?
Except when you are working hard for more sustainable 
nighttime sleep over 6 months. You may need to cap a long 
nap!

How to wake that sleeping baby without them being SO 
cranky? 

Catch baby in REM sleep rather than a deep sleep 
     Get 5 inches from their ear. 
     Whisper their name
     If no movement or eye movement- try again in 5 min to 
catch them when they are out of a deeper sleep. 



Newborns are noisy sleepers. 
Often, they are not awake/waking up. 
They are in REM dream sleep most of the time. 

If not crying, well fed recently, not making rooting sounds or 
motions- try to go back to sleep! 

Use white noise for your own sleep. 

Maybe even wear light earplugs if baby sleeps next to you! 

Your baby will call out for you when you are needed. You will 
hear it! 



Your Guide to Circadian Alignment
● Regular wake time every day, no matter how hard the night was!

● Blinds and curtains wide open as soon as you wake

● Go into natural light as early as possible in the day

● Have multiple daytime exposures to natural light in the day

● Don’t use blackout curtains for naps; leave a small amount of natural light

● Gradually lower the lights/ close blinds over the hour preceding bedtime. 

● Get outside at dusk for a short walk or porch sit so retinas see the sun going down



Other tips for adults

● Don’t wear UV-blocking sunglasses the entire time you 
are outside. Spend 15min without them or you won’t 
make enough melatonin

● No blue screen time 90 min before bed; get dark before 
bed. OR…

● FLUX or other app that makes your screens 
amber-colored. 

● Amber-colored reading/watching glasses



Concise, 
Clear 
Bedtime Routine

Consistent 
Bed 
Time



● The consistency of your bedtime is far more 
important than which time you choose. 

● Choose a time that works with for your family 
and your child. 

● Circadian- Later in the Summer, earlier in the 
Winter



Bedtime Routine Example 6mo

Bedtime Example 12mo

Bath, jammies
One Book
Feeding and cuddles
Diaper change (if working on falling asleep from an awake state)
Song 
Consistent phrase and intermittent touch

Bath, jammies
Feeding and cuddles
Two books (max)
Song 
Consistent phrase and intermittent  touch





One Night-time Caregiver for 4 nights
For most parents, the eventual goal is that one soon someone other than just YOU will be able 
to put your child to bed and attend to them during night wakings!  However…

If you are a breastfeeding/chestfeeding parent, I promise things will go much more smoothly if 
YOU are the one to set any new boundaries on night nursing. This is because the nursing 
parent is likely the preferred and more safe-feeling parent for nights. We don’t want your little 
one spending all of the time they could be learning your new boundary and learning their new 
sleep skills on simply crying out for you to try to get you in the room. That will really prolong the 
amount of upset your sweetie will experience. 

Once your child feels secure in their bed and has solidified some great new sleep skills and sleep 
rituals they can call upon in their own movement and vocalization- then anyone else should be 
able to help your child fall asleep with less distress. 

Typically this is after 1-2 weeks of starting your sleep plan. 

Until then, your partner can take over early morning sift so you can sleep a bit, can take over so 
you can have a nap during the day, etc. 



Change Sleep Signals



Trying to get a good night’s rest? 

Whatever you do to “put baby to sleep”...

Ask yourself- what kind of game do you want to 
play here? 

Short Game OR Long Game?



The “Perfect Transfer “ is a set up for 
sleep challenges.

So is Drowsy-but-awake. 

I find this deceptive and not respectful. 





0-8 weeks: Focus on feeding, skin-to-skin and bonding

2mo-5mo: Removing sleep onset signals (associations) is 
best done gradually, one at a time and with lots of support 
to baby in other ways which are not the sleep signals you 
wish to remove. Support baby with your presence. Physical 
support should be frequent but intermittent so that baby 
does not come to depend on you say, constantly patting 
them in order to fall asleep. 
     -That would create a new sleep signal where baby 
assumes the only way they can get to sleep is with that 
rhythm of patting. Over time, we reduce the amount and 
frequency of our touch near the time baby falls asleep. 



6mo to 15 months: remove your top two sleep associations 
all at once on night/ day 1 of your sleep savvy plan but keep 
parental presence, voice and touch as well as other sleep 
associations, which you can remove on night 3 or after. This is 
so that your baby will still have some comforts to see them 
through removing the hardest sleep association.  

It prolongs total crying to have separate periods of crying 
each time you remove one strong sleep association. 



Motion Sleep Signals
Up to 3 mo- use a little patting or small motion while baby on their back, 
to help them acclimate to not being held and moved.. 

After 3mo, I HIGHLY RECOMMEND ending the motion asleep associations 
And being done with them cold turkey. Why? 

Motion associations become harder on your body and more require 
more effort and often longer periods of movement as baby grows. 

And they can’t tell time or understand why you rock/ bounce them 
sometimes or not others or why you stop after a short period. That often 
will make them feel the need to cry out to you to do more. 
We don’t want to teach your baby they have to cry more just to get a 
little more movement from you.



Milkies Sleep Signal
Sometimes you can get better sleep by just separating feeding 
from sleep and falling asleep from an awake state. You don’t 
have to have set feeding times or restrict feedings- especially 
with a younger baby. 

If you decide to end the oral sleep association but keep night 
feedings, whether nursing/ body-feeding or bottle feeding:

● All feedings happen out of your bed or baby’s crib. 
● A chair that isn’t so comfy you’ll fall asleep. 
● Nightlight is ok - red, pink or amber to protect 

circadian rhythms. 



Pacifier Sleep Signal
● Pacifier will likely come out in many sleep cycles and 

need to be replaced by you. 
● If this is one wake-up you’re good! If this is many, I 

suggest being done with the pacifier
● The easiest way is cold turkey so you are not tempted 

to revert and confuse baby. 
● If baby is old enough to find their own pacifier reliably 

in the middle of the night, let them keep it! 
● Parent unwilling to give up the paci? You can teach 

your 9 mo+ baby how to find their own pacifier by first 
handing it to them rather than putting it in the mouth, 
then pointing to it and eventually they can get it 
themselves! 



Holding Onto You- A Sleep Signal

● Holding onto your chest or hand

● Holding onto your hair

● Sleeping on top of you

Many bedsharing parents feel “trapped” and their sleep quality disturbed by intense 
closeness behaviors a child “needs” in order to fall asleep and back asleep again.

Calmly say NO and Block that part of your body
You may need to turn to your side. 
You may need to put your hair back

If you have a child over 6 mo who grabs your chest all night for comfort or in attempt to 
nurse and you don’t like it, you may have to wear a sports bra or double layer tank to 
bed. (don’t do this with younger babies as it may hurt your milk production). 



Communication and Preparation



Babies and toddlers understand of our 
body language; and they FEEEEEL us even if 
they don’t understand the words we say! 

And words saying words out loud is 
powerful for setting our own intention and 
commitment with ourselves as well. 



When you are about to make big sleep changes, 
tell your baby: 

● Why you feel the need to make changes. Be honest and it is 
ok if you cry. 

● That it will be hard and they may cry but you’ll be right there 
with them. 

● Exactly what you will do the same and what you will do 
differently



Self-Care is 
Magic for 
Rocking Your 
Sleep Plan! 



Prepare to Care for Yourself too! 
● Prepare to have some help during the day after each night of following your 

sleep plan

● Ask family, friends and partner for extra help, support, love and encouragement. 

● If you have a partner, make sure they know exactly what the plan is. 

● Make sure daytime caregivers have a written copy of anything you wish for 
them to do differently. 

● Ask folks to bring you meals or order out versus having dishes to do. 

● Hire a house cleaner for that week or ask a friend/ grandma to come help get 
some laundry folded. I wish I’d utilized my friends offered help much, much 
more! 

● If you have any perinatal mood or anxiety symptoms- make sure you have a 
therapist on board and see if you can have an extra/ alternate session the night 
before or after nights 1 or 2. 



Compassionate Witnessing



Western culture has not encouraged us to know how to sit with 
someone while they are frustrated or crying- without trying to 
immediately fix things and make those feelings go away. 

Compassionate witnessing IS HARD. Expect that supporting 
your child will be no bed of roses- but staying centered and 
breathing will mean the hard part will be over quickly. 

Let your child have agency over their body and vocalizations 
while you breathe and keep yourself steady and positive. 

But it isn’t “do nothing” if baby/ toddler is crying….



One consistent phrase of your choice 

“It’s night night time, Riley sleeps now”

Every 5min of non-stop crying for 3-6mo
Every 10min of non-stop crying for 6mo and Up

(this is so that we don’t interrupt their process too 
frequently or have them depend on our voice ringing in order 
to fall asleep) 
 
Say nothing if your child is quiet or just fussing.

Lullaby is great but try not to be loudly singing as baby 
drifts off. Get quieter over time. 



One kind of intermittent loving touch your child can expect and 
predict. 

Something you already know your baby loves; but which isn’t the 
sleep signal you’re trying to cut down on or move away from. 

Patting, hair stroking, forehead stroking, hand-holding* 

Eventually you’ll gradually over a few days you will titrate these 
down  as well so they are not happening the moment your baby falls 
asleep



Breathe, deeply

Recite a Mantra
 “I trust my child will learn new sleep skills” 

Visualize your future rested feelings and what you will 
both do with new energy. 



Consistency 
         for 4 Nights 



Your baby is wicked smart and adapts easily; but we adapt 
with consistency. 

SIMPLE, BUT HARDEST PART OF PARENTING

If we change strategy every couple of days, our baby cannot 
adapt and predict our behavior- will be confused and upset. 

All babies I have known can make dramatic sleep shifts with 4 
nights of consistency with a sleep plan. 
If you take only one thing away from this course- let it be this! 


